
HOME & VEHICLE 
ACCESSIBILITY

Go to nsm-seating.com to find a branch location near you.
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Whether the mobility needs are simple, complex, 
or somewhere in-between, National Seating & 

Mobility (NSM) is focused on providing our clients 
with 360-degree Complete Mobility Solutions. The 
solution may be customizing a power wheelchair, 

helping ensure independence and safety in the home, 
or servicingequipment to keep our clients moving. 
No matter the mobility solution, at NSM, our goal 

always is to help our clients move through life.

*Some rental agreements and payer contracts  
may prohibit NSM from servicing a chair.

SCHEDULE YOUR FREE IN-HOME EVALUATION TODAY.



At National Seating & Mobility (NSM), we believe in mobility for life. That’s why 
we offer accessibility products designed to keep you independent at home and beyond. 
Our certified professionals work with industry-leading accessibility suppliers to choose 
the best products for each customer’s needs. From evaluation, to installation and routine 
maintenance, at NSM, we help our clients move through life.

IN-HOME LIFTS
In-home lifts allow you to more easily accomplish day-to-day tasks like transferring from 
bed to a mobility device especially where space is limited, so you can move around your 
home more freely without worrying about risking injury. From freestanding to mounted 
lifts, portable units to slings, NSM lifts can help you live independently every day.

STAIR LIFTS
It’s your home; you should be able to easily access and enjoy every room in it, including 
the upper level. NSM stair lifts can be fitted to any existing staircase so you can move up 
and down your stairs with ease. Each of our indoor and outdoor stair lifts are compact, 
ergonomically designed and made to last.

We offer CareCredit, a healthcare credit card with special 
financing options over $200. Ask us how this can help you cover 
out-of-pocket expenses.

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE 
Your feedback is important to us. Please share 
your experience using these options. 
• Find us on Google and write a review. 
• Visit www.nsm-seating.com/contact-us.

 

VEHICLE LIFTS
We believe mobility challenges shouldn’t keep anyone from enjoying the world beyond their 
front doors. Vehicle lifts allow mobility device users to fully experience life the way they want 
by empowering them to go wherever the road may be calling them. No matter the vehicle, NSM 
offers powerful lifts ranging from economical to high-tech options to suit each person’s needs.

PLATFORM LIFTS
Wheelchair users don’t have to sacrifice fully enjoying their home, even if a stair lift 
isn’t ideal for their needs. Platform lifts allow users to simply access upper levels of their 
homes without having to transfer from their wheelchairs, providing a safe, economical 
and space-effective solution to a wide variety of access challenges.

RAMPS
Even the smallest ramp can make a huge difference when it comes to accessing every room 
in your home — or while on the go. Whether you’re looking for a full-size ramp for front door 
access or a small entry ramp for a threshold, we’ve got plenty of options to help you live freely. 
Rentals are also available.

BATH SAFETY SOLUTIONS
We know day-to-day tasks like bathing can become cumbersome with mobility 
challenges, but we believe it shouldn’t have to be. Create your own private bathing oasis 
with toilets, lifts, shower chairs and grab bars.

DOOR OPENERS
Our professional-grade door openers are designed to unlatch a door, then open, pause 
and close it – all automatically. They can be operated with wheelchair-mounted remote 
controls, wall push pads and other specialty controls, making it easier than ever for you to 
live freely, wherever you may be.

LIFT CHAIRS
Enjoy the comfort of your recliner without worrying about your safety getting in and 
out of the chair. NSM offers a variety of quality, stylish lift chair recliners with wired or 
wireless controls that allow you to relax in confidence.

MOBILITY SCOOTERS
NSM’s state-of-the-art mobility scooters allow you to 
experience life fully, no matter where it takes you. Whether it’s a lightweight, high-tech model 
or an extra-durable, rugged ride, these scooters will get you where you need to go in style.

WHILL POWER WHEELCHAIR
The latest model of this low-profile, intelligent personal electronic vehicle brings a new 
level of freedom to wheelchair users of all ages, giving them access to more areas than 
ever before. The WHILL’s omni wheel allows it to turn on a dime, even outdoors, and its 
adjustable arms glide out of the way for easy transfers. Its modern, sleek design eliminates 
unnecessary bulk, and its corresponding iPhone app adds another layer of convenience 
and function for any user.

Nothing is more important to us than 
your health and safety. To learn more 
about our Serving Safely Commitment, 
visit nsm-seating.com/safe


